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AS12CLR

AS1200HAT-CLR

PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELd OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
aFleNs aNti-Fog iNNer leNs
•	Includes	an	air	spaced	design	that	decreases	fogging	
•	Natural	convection	air	flow	design	also	helps	minimize	fogging	
•	Shield	meets	the	ASTM	requirements	for	an	Anti-Fog	Lens

asFl Flame resistaNt attaChable task lights
The arc tested ASFL arc rated task light features a high intensity long 
lasting white LED lamp with an overall brightness of 35 lumens . From 
a 24 inch distance, the beam is approximately 6-7 inch in diameter . 
The high intensity illumination is very useful when working up close . 
2 AAA batteries provide 14-15 hours of high brightness . 

NOTE: The AS1200HAT can hold 2 ASFL task lights . The FLKIT only 
contains 1 task light and 1 clip .

as12Clr traNspareNt ChiN guarD
The AS12CLR Transparent Chin Guard dramatically increases the 
user’s peripheral view . The enhanced viewing area increases worker 
performance and productivity . The highly transparent chin guard 
allows improved awareness and greater safety .

 Cat. No. DesCriptioN

AS1200 Weight balancing arc flash protection face shield unit

AS1200FB 12 cal/cm2, Universal fit, arc flash protection face shield 
 unit for full brim hard hats

AS12ORG-FB Orange chin guard for AS1200FB

AS12CLR-FB Transparent chin guard for AS1200 series full brim

AS1200FS-FB Replacement face shield/window 12 cal/cm2 for  
 AS1200FB  full brim

AS1200U 12 cal/cm2, Universal fit, arc flash protection face shield 
 unit for front brim hard hats

AS1200FS Replacement window for AS1200 series front brim

AS1200HAT Weight balancing arc flash protection face shield 
 unit w/ hard hat

AS1200HAT-CLR AS1200HAT w/ transparent chin guard

AFLENS Anti-fog inner lens

ASFL Arc rated attachable task light (1)

AS12CLIP Replacement clips set (2) for AS1200HAT shield

FLCLIP Attachable task light clip (1)

FLKIT Attachable task light (1) & FLCLIP

AS12CLR Transparent chin guard

AFLENSU Inner Anti-Fog Lens for PRO-HOOD®

if you need it, request it. Call customer 
service if you need something not seen here.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

ASFL

AFLENS

AS12CLIP

FLKIT

AS1200FS-FB

NOTE: iN orDer to aChieve 360 Degree 20 Cal/Cm2 proteCtioN, a 20 Cal/Cm2  balaClava must be worN.
NFPA 70E: aN arC rateD hooD shall be useD wheN the aNtiCipateD iNCiDeNt eNergy exposure exCeeDs 12 Cal/Cm2.

ImProVed now 35 lumens

SALISBURY ADVANTAGE
anti-fog lens

NEW uNivErsal iNNEr aNti-fog lENs
oNlY froM salisBurY by Honeywell

NEW PRODUCTS

The Universal Inner Lens is a field installed Anti-Fog 
Inner Lens that is designed to minimize fogging inside 
of Arc Flash Hoods.  This unit installs quickly without 
tools to the inside surface of the Hood Arc Shield and 
can be removed for cleaning or replacement.

Material: Clear Polycarbonate Anti-Fog Coated with 
Black Nylon Clips 
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NEW Lens Reduces Dangerous Lens Fogging when Used with PRO-HOOD®.

6. Continue to work the black clips into position 
until all are secured.

7. Reassemble the shield/window assembly into 
the hood and assure that the hook & pile flap 
is secured.

8. The Universal Inner Lens can be removed and 
replaced for cleaning as needed.

9. This procedure can be accomplished without 
removing the shield/window from the hood 
and by following steps 2-8.

InstallatIon InstructIons:

1. Remove the shield/window from the PRO-
HOOD by pulling the hook & pile flap away 
from the front of the shield/window.

2. Place the shield/window in your lap with the 
inside of the window facing up.

3. Wipe the inside of the shield/window with a 
soft cotton cloth to remove lint or dust.

4. Take the Universal Inner Lens out of the 
package and lay it down onto the inside of the 
shield/window.  The black foam gasket contacts 
the shield/window.

5. Press the black clips over the edge of the lens 
starting at the top center.

AFLENSU

FLCLIP (1)


